Introduction
A Virtual Reality (VR)-based medical simulation requires accurate organ geometry, fast computation algorithms, and mechanical properties of the soft tissue. However, the material properties' characterization has not been sufficiently investigated due to the difficulty of testing and modeling the complexities of nonlinearity and time dependency of the soft tissue. Several research groups have performed soft tissue characterization. Ottensmeyer et al. obtained the mechanical properties of porcine abdominal organs [1] . Mazza et al. characterized the material properties of the human uterine cervix [2] . This paper presents the porcine liver's mechanical properties with indentation experiments and inverse finite element (FE) model parameter estimation algorithm for medical simulations. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup, 0.7 mN force sensor's resolution and less than 5 μm motion error, to record the force-displacement-time data obtained from the tissue response. Due to the similarity in structure and function to the human liver, the porcine liver was selected as a target organ. The experiments were conducted on five subjects.
Materials and Methods
Although the simulation model for the small deformation is based on linear elastic models, most medical procedures induce large deformation by instruments. Therefore, the tissue behavior should be described by the nonlinear elasticity theory and the quasi-linear viscoelasticity (QLV) framework [3] was used, which assumes that material behavior can be decoupled into a linear viscoelastic stressrelaxation response and a time-independent elastic response. The 2 nd order standard linear solid model as a linear viscoelastic model and which is expressed as a Prony series expansion in the time domain is ))
where k i , τ i and t are the rigidity modulus, reduced relaxation time constant and given time respectively, which can be determined by using a nonlinear least square method. From G(t = 0), G(t = ∞) conditions, the Prony series parameters are ) /(
For the time-independent elastic response, the hyperelastic material model was selected. Usually, its parameters can be determined by the strain energy function (W). The incompressible neo-Hookean model was selected and the strain energy function of the three dimensional model is 
Figure 2. (left) Simulation of the FE model in ABAQUS and (right) force response of the experiments and simulation
where C 10 is mechanical parameter, and I 1 is a principal invariant. To consider the boundary conditions and estimate the parameters, the inverse FE model parameter optimization algorithm has been applied.
Results and Discussion
The viscoelastic and hyperelastic material parameters were estimated in two stages in the QLV framework. From the normalized force-displacement profiles in the experiments, we estimated the viscoelastic parameters which were fed into the ABAQUS database for the nonlinear elastic parameters, and the initial hyperelastic parameter was estimated from a prior knowledge of the experiments (Table 1 ). Figure 2 shows the stress and deformation contours of the FE model, and the forces responses from the experiments and FE simulation.
The model presented in this study can be used directly in the simulations to compute visual deformations and interaction forces that are displayed in real time, and as a standard for the evaluation of real-time algorithms for computing deformation.
Conclusions
This paper presents the porcine liver's mechanical properties with indentation experiments and inverse FE model parameter estimation algorithm for medical simulations.
